Le Mas Aroma: charming rental property at the foot of the Alpilles in Saint-Rémy de Provence - Air
conditioning - Heated swimming pool

Le Mas Aroma: charming rental property at the foot of the Alpilles in SaintRémy de Provence - Air conditioning - Heated swimming pool
Price
Price on Request
For sale / For rent Buy
Type House / Villa / Chalet
Pricing period Per Month
Countryside / RuralNo
Ocean / BeachfrontNo
LakefrontNo
UrbanNo
Wine CountryNo
EquestrianNo
GolfNo
Winter sportsNo
Boating / YachtingNo
Close to Airport No
Location
Bedrooms 6
Living Area 450
Guest houseNo
FitnessNo
GarageNo
HammamNo
HelipadNo
LiftNo
PoolNo
SaunaNo
Staff quartersNo
Tennis courtNo
Wine cellarNo

Description
Located in Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, this fully restored farmhouse at the foot of the Alpilles presents ??13 hectares of grounds and modern levels of comfort. It comprises an
air-conditioned farmhouse and a heated swimming pool secured by a shutter. Fully renovated in 2015, this beautiful building has retained its authentic architectural features
(mullioned windows, stained glass). Spread across two levels, it is distributed as follows: GARDEN LEVEL: the entrance leads on the right to a fitted kitchen and utility room.
Opposite sits a large dining room with a table for 12 guests, adjoining the kitchen and other rooms. On the left, a large living room with piano, fireplace and television. To the
right of the dining room, a small TV lounge, then a large bedroom with shower-room and WC. Other than the kitchen, all the rooms open out to the south, onto a large terrace
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in the shade of the plane trees with a large dining table. UPSTAIRS: five bedrooms, each with its own bathroom. The property presents all the comfort and facilities required for
a great holiday among friends or family: fully air-conditioned, Wifi, TV, washing machine, tumble dryer. MAINTENANCE: 3 hours of cleaning per day, 3 days a week. Onsite
caretaker.
Emile Garcin Propriétés

Title Mr
First name Emile
Last name Garcin
8, boulevard Mirabeau
13210Saint-Rémy-de-Provence
France
Phone +33-490920158
Fax +33-490923957
http://www.emilegarcin.fr/
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